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Drift-wave turbulence control in a one-dimensional nonlinear drift-wave equation driven by a sinusoidal
wave is considered. We apply time-delay and space-shift feedback signals, to suppress turbulence. By using
global and local pinning strategies, we show numerically that the turbulent state can be controlled to periodic
states effectively if appropriate time-delay length and space-shift distance are chosen. The physical mechanism
of the control scheme is understood based on the energy-minimum principle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatiotemporal chaos and turbulence occur in a variety of
nonlinear dynamical systems. In many practical situations
such behaviors are considered to be harmful. For instance,
drift-wave turbulence which is caused by pressure-driven in-
stability in magnetized plasmas �1� is generally believed to
be responsible for anomalous cross-field particle transport
that causes undesirable energy loss �2�. Therefore, spatiotem-
poral chaos and turbulence control in these systems is of
crucial importance. Since spatially extended systems typi-
cally contain a very large number of unstable degrees of
freedom �3�, some dense lattices of controlling nodes are
needed for the control purpose and the control of spatiotem-
poral chaos is more complicated as well as difficult.

Up to the present, many control methods have been sug-
gested to control low-dimensional chaos by stabilizing peri-
odic orbits �4–10�. One of these schemes is time-delay auto-
synchronization �TDAS� �5�, where the control signal is an
amplified difference of a suitable observable measured at t
and t−�. Because of its simplicity and robustness, the appli-
cation of TDAS has attracted much attention of scientists in
the past decade �11–24�. Several variants of the original
time-delay feedback scheme have been proposed to improve
the control performance �24–27�, some of which are used to
control chaos in spatiotemporal systems �16,28�.

Recently, drift-wave chaos and weakly turbulent ioniza-
tion waves have been experimentally investigated and con-
trolled by using the TDAS techniques �9,29�. However, for
spatiotemporal systems TDAS control with large delay time
requires a large memory accumulating a large amount of
spatiotemporal data for the control purpose. This is inconve-
nient in practice. In this paper, we propose a method of time-
delay and space-shift feedback control to suppress drift-wave
turbulence described by a one-dimensional nonlinear drift-
wave equation driven by a sinusoidal wave �30,31� with de-
lay time being small or even zero. The main purpose of this

paper is to study how to obtain better control performance—
i.e., how to reduce the storage data �i.e., by using small delay
time� and to decrease the control strength with the number of
controllers unchanged.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
introduce the driven-damped nonlinear drift-wave equation
which is used as our model equation. The control method
and the detailed numerical simulation results are given in
Sec. III. The physical mechanism underlying this control
method is analyzed in Sec. IV. A brief conclusion is pre-
sented in the last section.

II. THE MODEL

The model to be studied is a one-dimensional nonlinear
drift-wave equation driven by a sinusoidal wave �30–32�.

��

�t
+ a

�3�

�t � x2 + c
��

�x
+ f�

��

�x
= − �� − � sin�x − �t� ,

�1�

where � is a fluctuating electric potential. In the main part of
the paper a 2�-periodic boundary condition ��x+2� , t�
=��x , t� is applied. The influences of system size and system
boundary condition will be discussed in the end of Sec. IV.
Throughout the paper, we fix parameters to a=−0.2871,
�=0.1, c=1.0, f =−6.0, �=0.22, and �=0.65, at which the
system is deeply in the turbulence regime where the motion
is irregular both in time and in space �31,32�. Equation �1�
with �=0 and �=0 describes nonlinear drift waves in mag-
netized plasmas, and thus this model is of importance in the
field of plasma physics �31,33�.

The pseudospectral method with de-aliasing technique
�34� is used to simulate Eq. �1�. In the numerical simulation,
we divide the space of 2� into Ix=256 grids. The time incre-
ment �t is chosen to be 10−3. The total integration time
length of each run of simulation is 2500. The numerical re-
sults are checked and confirmed with refined space and time
steps.

In plasma physics, the system energy E�t� is defined as*Corresponding author. Electronic address: ganghu@bnu.edu.cn
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�
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2� 1

2
��2�x,t� − a� ���x,t�

�x
�2	dx . �2�

The initial distribution of � with E�0�=0.1 and

�̄= 1
2� f0

2��dx=0 is shown in Fig. 1�a�. The time evolution of
energy E�t� and the electric potential ��x , t� of the system
are demonstrated in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�, respectively. In
Fig. 1�d�, we present ��x , t� vs x at various time moments
t= tn=nT, where T= 2�

� 
9.666 and n� �249,258�. It is
shown that the state of the system is turbulent �after the
system evolves from the initial state of Fig. 1�a� for t=400�.
In the following we will use this turbulent state as the
reference for control.

III. DRIFT-WAVE TURBULENCE CONTROL WITH TIME-
DELAY AND SPACE-SHIFT FEEDBACK

The effectiveness of controlling drift-wave turbulence by
using chaos control strategies has been verified in the past
decade �9,30,31�. In the present work, we suggest a method
designed specially for controlling spatiotemporal chaos—
that is, time-delay and space-shift injections. With this con-
trol we apply additional feedback injections to the right-hand
side �RHS� of Eq. �1�; then, Eq. �1� is modified to

��

�t
+ a

�3�

�t � x2 + c
��

�x
+ f�

��

�x

= − �� − � sin�x − �t� + �
i=1

M

g��x − xi�

	���x + Is�x,t − �� − ��x,t�� , �3�

where �x= 2�
Ix

is the width of a spatial grid, Is the number of
grid points of space shift, � the time delay length, M the
number of controllers, and g the control strength. We distrib-
ute one controller for each J sites, and thus M = Ix /J. The
control is added to the turbulent state of Fig. 1�c� at t=500.
For convenience we use a small � or �=0.

In order to characterize the control results and qualify the
proposed control strategy, we define control error as


�tn� =
1

Ix
�
i=1

Ix

���xi,n0T� − ��xi,nT�� ,


 =
1

N
�

n=n0+1

n0+N


�tn� . �4�

Here we take N=10,n0=248 �n0T−500 is the transient time
under control�. The error 
 measures the deviation from pe-
riodicity. In the case of a complete control �or, say, exact
periodicity�, we should have

lim
t→�


 = 0, �5�

and the system reaches a periodic state of period 2�
� .

Now we study systematically the effectiveness of the con-
trol method of Eq. �3�. We first apply global feedback control
�i.e., M = Ix=256�, by fixing g=0.6, and studying the control
error for different delay times � and space shifts Is. In Figs.
2�a� and 2�b�, we plot the control error 
 vs ��Is� for Is

=0��=0�. It is observed that the drift-wave turbulence can be
suppressed successfully by either time-delay feedback or
space-shift feedback with sufficiently large control strength g

FIG. 1. Dynamic behavior of Eq. �1�. �a� Initial electric potential distribution. �b� Evolution of energy E�t� defined in Eq. �2�. �c�
Space and time distribution of potential ��x , t� evolved from the initial condition �a� at t=0. �d� Distributions of ��x , t� at various moments
t= tn=nT ,T= 2�

� , and n� �249,258�.
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and suitable delay time � or space-shift distance Is. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 2, when g=0.6 one can suppress the turbu-
lence with vanishing space shift if � is in the range of �0.68,
8.94� or with vanishing time delay if Is is in the range of
�21,239�. Though the targets finally reached by different �’s
and Is’s are different, all target states are practically periodic
with the same period T= 2�

� , justified by almost zero control
error 
. The obvious advantage for this space-shift feedback
over the time-delay feedback is that the former needs much
smaller storage of data than the latter.

In order to show the control effect in more systematical
manner, we test different combinations of nonzero Is and �.
In Fig. 3 we plot control error 
 vs � �Is� for different finite
Is’s ��’s�. It is observed that with the appropriate choice of Is
and � the control method in Eq. �3� can suppress the drift-
wave turbulence more effectively.

Now we further investigate how to improve the perfor-
mance of time-delay feedback control with simultaneous
space-shift technique. Namely, we focus on how to decrease
control strength �i.e., control energy input� for successfully
suppressing turbulence by applying optimal matches of Is
and �. It has been generally accepted that large time delay
needs large information process cost and leads to difficulty
of successful realization of time-delay feedback control. In
this regards, we fix �=0.72 �relatively small time delay
length� and study control error 
 for different Is’s by chang-
ing the control strength g in a large range, and present the
control results in Fig. 4. In Figs. 4�a�–4�c�, we applied global
control of M =256�J=1�. It is observed that purely time-
delay feedback control �Is=0� needs a large-g threshold for
effective turbulence control and the critical control strength
gc in Eq. �3� can be considerably reduced �nine time smaller�
when the time-delay control is associated with some proper
choice of Is �e.g., Is=180�. In Figs. 4�d�–4�f� we do the same
as Figs. 4�a�–4�c�, respectively, by applying local control
with much less controllers M =16�J=16�. Though this local
control becomes much more difficult than the global one, we
find still that the drift-wave turbulence can be successfully
suppressed by the time-delay and space-shift feedback con-
trol under some Is, and again with an optimal space shift Is
�i.e., Is=180� the time-delay control can suppress turbulence
for rather low value of g�gc
0.85�. In the same time the
control shows much lower efficiency and even cannot sup-
press turbulence at all for other space-shift distances with the
same density of controllers �e.g., Is=0 in Fig. 4�d� and
Is=226 in Fig. 4�f��.

FIG. 2. Asymptotic behavior of control error 
 defined in Eq.
�4�. Global feedback control of Eq. �3� �M =256, I=J� is applied.
g=0.6. �a� 
 vs � with Is=0. �b� 
 vs Is with �=0.

FIG. 3. �a�,�b� The same as Fig. 2�a� with nonzero Is’s taken. �c�,�d� The same as Fig. 2�b� with nonzero �’s taken.
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For having an intuitive impression how changing the
space shift distance can change the control results, we plot,
in Fig. 5, the asymptotic states of global time-delay and
space-shift control for different space shift distances. It is
observed that for different Is’s the drift-wave turbulence in
Fig. 1�d� can be suppressed. Though the final states under
control of different Is’s have quite different shapes of �
distributions, the spatial coherence is recovered and the

periodicity with period 2�
� has been realized for all these

Is’s.
In Fig. 6 we plot gc, which is the minimum strength for

successful control, vs Is for global feedback control of dif-
ferent �’s. It is found interestingly that in each case there
exists some optimal space-shift distance at which gc takes
minimum values over Is and other Is’s need larger gc for
successful control.

FIG. 4. �a�,�b�,�c� 
 vs g for different Is’s at �=0.72. The global control strategy of Eq. �3� �M =256,J=1� is applied. �d�,�e�,�f� The same
as �a�,�b�,�c� with local control of M =16,J=16 applied.

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 1�d� with dynamics governed by the driven-wave Equation �3� under time-delay and space-shift feedback
control. g=0.6,�=0.72, and Is’s are indicated in the figure frames. Under successful turbulence control with different Is’s all system states
become periodic with period 2�

� while the � distributions for different Is’s are quite different.
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IV. MECHANISM OF OPTIMAL TIME-DELAY AND
SPACE-SHIFT FEEDBACK AND THE MINIMUM-ENERGY

PRINCIPLE

The above control results can be heuristically understood
based on the minimum-energy principle. First, we discuss
some theoretical aspects of the controlled driven-wave sys-
tem �3�. By spatially averaging Eq. �3� we obtain

��̄

�t
+ a

�3�̄

�t � x2 + c
��

�x
+ f�

��

�x
= − ��̄ + g���x + Is�x,t − ��

− ��x,t�� , �6�

where �̄= 1
2�0

2��dx. Under the periodic boundary condition
��x , t�=��x+2� , t�, we have

��

�x
=

1

2�
�

0

2� ��

�x
dx =

1

2�
��02� = 0,

� j��

�x
= 0, j = 1,2, . . . . �7�

Moreover, if the initial distribution of � is set to �̄=0 �as we
do throughout the paper�, the solution of Eq. �6� always
maintains �̄=0. Second, let us calculate the system energy
E�t� defined in Eq. �2�:

dE�t�
dt

= − c�
��

�x
− f�2��

�x
− �� sin�x − �t� − ��2 − g��2

− ���x + Is�x,t − ��� = − �� sin�x − �t� − ��2

− g��2 − ���x + Is�x,t − ��� . �8�

By inserting the Fourier transformation of �,

��x,t� = A0 + �
m=1

�

Am�t�cos�mx − �m�t�� ,

��x + Is�x,t − �� = A0 + �
m=1

�

Am�t − ��cos�mx − �m�t − ��

+ mIs�x� , �9�

into Eq. �8� and considering A0=0 we have

dE�t�
dt

=
1

2
�A1�t�sin���1�t�� − ��2 − F�t� , �10a�

F�t� = g�2 − g
1

2 �
m=1

�

Am�t�Am�t − ��cos���m�t�� , �10b�

��m�t� = �m�t� − �m�t − �� + mIs�x , �10c�

��1�t� = �t − �1�t� , �10d�

�2 =
1

2 �
m=1

�

Am
2 �t� . �10e�

From Eq. �10� one observes that the first term in the RHS of
Eq. �10a� �named as internal driving� depends on A1 and the
other terms �named as internal damping� depend on Am

2 .
When g=0 �i.e., without control�, the system has small inter-
nal damping �small �� and the first term drives the system to
the turbulent states for sufficiently large �. In this case, Am
and �m vary chaotically in a large range �see Figs. 7�a� and

FIG. 6. Critical control strength gc vs Is for different �’s. The global control strategy of Eq. �3� �M =256, I=J� is applied.
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7�b� for t500�. When g�0 �in Fig. 7 we apply feedback
control at t=500�, there appears an additional damping term
F�t� proportional to the feedback control strength g. More-
over, with a suitable choice of � and Is the time average of
cos���m�t�� may be small and even negative �see Fig.
7�b��.The RHS of Eq. �10a� can be thus made negative defi-
nitely if g is sufficiently large and � and Is are properly
chosen. The energy decreases monotonously under the con-
trol until it reaches a minimum constant as the stable peri-
odic target is reached.

In Fig. 7 a number of characteristic features can be clearly
seen under successful control. First, all Am’s approach con-
stant values for t�1—i.e., Am�t�
Am�t−��
Am �Fig. 7�a��.
Second, all phase differences ��m’s defined in Eq. �10c� ap-
proach constant values ��m too for t�1, and thus we have
��m�t�
��m �Fig. 7�b��. Third, �1�t���t �Fig. 7�c��. Now
F�t� can be simplified, for t�1, to

F =
g

2 �
m=1

�

Am
2 �t → � ��1 − cos���m�� . �11�

From Eqs. �10a� and �11� the controllability condition reads

g + �

2 �
m=1

�

Am
2 �

1

2
�A1 sin���1� +

g

2 �
m=1

�

Am
2 cos���m� ,

�12�

where the equaltiy is valid for complete control at t→�,
while the inequality is valid in the approach to the periodic

target. The concrete values of Am and the corresponding
phase difference of ��m �Eq. �10c�� depend on the distribu-
tion shapes of Fig. 5 and thus cannot be computed analyti-
cally. However, some definite conclusions can be drawn
from the analytical forms of Eqs. �10a� and �12�. First, the
quantity F�t� is positive definite and F�t� makes the RHS of
Eq. �10a� negative definite for sufficiently large g and small
cos���m�. Consequently, E�t� decreases monotonously to its
minimum value when the system reaches its asymptotic
state. Moreover, the choice of the optimal combination of �
and Is can decrease the values of cos���m� of the modes m’s
with large Am’s and therefore it effectively reduces the con-
trol strength threshold gc. Roughly speaking, the so-called
optimal combination of � and Is is justified by the optimal
phase differences of ��m, corresponding to maximum F at a
fixed g.

So far our analysis has focused on systems of size 2�
with periodic boundary condition. It is emphasized that the
method is valid without these restrictions. Since we apply the
pseudospectral method for simulations, the space periodic
boundary condition is convenient for numerical computa-
tions. We can therefore support our above argument with the
same boundary condition indirectly by investigating the in-
fluence of system size on the efficiency of turbulence con-
trol. As system size increases, the turbulence becomes stron-
ger �more positive Lyapunov exponents exist� and the
influence of boundary condition to the system dynamics be-
comes weaker. In Fig. 8 we increase the system size from 2�
to 4� ��a�,�b�,�c�� and 8� ��d�,�e�,�f�� and apply space-shift

FIG. 7. Characteristic features of global feedback control with g=0.1, Is=180, and �=0.72. �a� The mode amplitude Am�t� vs t for
different m’s. �b� The mode phase difference ��m�t� defined in Eq. �10c� vs t for different m’s. �c� ��1�t� defined in Eq. �10d� vs t. �d� The
energy E�t� vs t. �e� The control error 
�tn� defined in Eq. �4� vs tn. �f� Spatiotemporal pattern of ��x , t� under control after the transient
process. The operations of modulo 2� are applied for all mode phase differences. Under successful turbulence control, we observe that for
t�1: all Am�t� ,��m�t�, and ��1�t� tend to constants, whose values depend on �� , Is�. At the same time, E�t� tends to a constant too and 
�tn�
vanishes.
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control. It is clear that the efficiency of the control approach
is not considerably influenced by increasing the system size.

From the demonstration and analysis of Fig. 8 it is obvi-
ous that the asymptotic states of successful control under the
minimum-energy principle must be stable periodic states of
the form ��x , t�=��x−�t� �otherwise, we cannot reach the
minimum energy dE

dt =0,E=const�, although the actual forms
�’s for different � , Is, and g can be considerably different.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have studied the problem of controlling
the drift-wave turbulence by time-delay and space-shift feed-
back control. We find that both space-shift feedback and
time-delay feedback can successfully suppress drift-wave
turbulence and space-shift operation can considerably im-
prove the time-delay feedback control performance. When
the drift-wave turbulence is successfully suppressed, the tar-
get state becomes periodic and the energy of the system
reaches its minimum value. With the optimal match of time
delay and space shift, the control strength threshold can be
considerably reduced, and thus the energy of the injected

signals for successful control can be greatly reduced too.
For ending this presentation we briefly discuss the type of

systems to which the space-shift feedback control applies.
From the analysis of Eqs. �10a�, �10c�, and �12� it seems that
space-shift control can be used to suppress turbulence in the
system where the time-delay control can tames turbulence to
ordered waves periodic in both space and time. The space-
shift feedback method may be not applicable in the case that
time-delay feedback drives the system to homogeneous
oscillating state. On the other hand, the time-delay feedback
method may be not applicable too in the case that space-shift
feedback drives the turbulent state to a stationary pattern.
Therefore, both space-shift and time-delay feedback methods
can be applied complementarily in turbulence control.
They can also be combinatorially used to optimize control
processes.
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FIG. 8. The results of global control with 4� ��a�,�b�,�c�� and 8� ��d�,�e�,�f�� periodic boundary conditions. Time delay �=0, space shift
Is=60, and control strength g=0.6 are applied. �a�,�d� E�t� vs tn. �b�,�e� 
�tn� vs t. �c�,�f� Spatiotemporal ordered patterns of ��x , t� after
turbulence is suppressed.
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